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TOYOTAKA MARU 

Note by the Director 

1 The incident 

1.1 While at anchor off the Port of Kainan, Wakayama prefecture, on the south-west coast of 
Honshu (Japan), the Japanese tanker Toyofaka Maru (2 960 GRT) was struck by the Japanese tanker 
Teruho Maru NO5 (496 GRT). The Toyotaka Maru was laden with 5 O00 tonnes of crude oil, of which 
some 560 tonnes were spilled as a result of the collision. 

1.2 
Association (JPIA). 

1.3 The clean-up operations at sea were carried out by the Japan Maritime Safety Agency 
(JMSA), the Japan Maritime Disaster Prevention Center (JMDPC) under contract with the shipowner, 
and various contractors. JMSA and JMDPC deployed a number of patrol vessels, work boats Of 
various sizes and two oil-retrieval vessels. Fishery co-operative associations provided a large number 
of boats. 

1.4 Most of the spilt oil was contained in Wakaura Bay, and the majority of this oil was collected 
at sea in the initial stages of the clean-up operation. A sheen of oil spread along the coast 
southwards out of the bay, although beaches and rocky headlands on the southern coast of the bay 
became polluted. Fishermen, fire brigades and contractors were engaged in beach clean-up and 
collecting the oily waste for subsequent incineration or burial. Some 100 members of the Self 
Defence Force cleaned the parts of the beaches to which it was difficult to gain access. The ciean- 
up operations onshore lasted until 28 November 1994. 

The Toyotaka Maru was entered in the Japan Ship Owners' Mutual Protection & Indemnity 
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2 Claims for-compensation 

2.1 Requests were received for advance payments from individuals and small businesses having 
taken part in the clean-up operations. In December 1994, the Director approved provisional 
payments, totalling Y50 million (f320 330), to 13 small businesses which had worked as 
sub-contractors of JMDPC. These payments were effected by JPIA. in March 1995, the Director 
approved further provisional payments to seven contractors totalling Y150 million (fi  053 370). These 
payments were made by JPIA and the IOPC Fund. A third provisional payment for 411 913 804 
(f83 720) was effected in March 1995 by the IOPC Fund to the fishery co-operative aSSOCiatiOnS for 
their claims in respect of costs for participation in the clean-up operations. 

2.2 To enable the IOPC Fund to pay claimants promptly, the Executive Committee, at its 
41st session, authorised the Director to make final settlement of all claims arising out of this incident, 
except to the extent that questions of principle arose in respect of which the Committee had not 
previously made a decision (document FUND/EXC.41/2, paragraph 4.3.2). 

2.3 
of Y438 949 (f3 090). This claim was settled and paid in full. 

2.4 JMDPC presented a claim for clean-up operations carried out by 21 sub-contractors totalling 
4620 367 671 (f4.6 million). This claim was settled at Y582 424 150 (f4.2 million). Claims by 21 
local fishery co-operative associations for Y96 778 471 (€71 6 520) relating to the costs of mobilising 
their members for the clean-up operations were settled at V92 879 171 (E684 360). Five contractors 
engaged by the shipowner presented claims for clean-up operations and preventive measures totalling 
V25 509 333 (f188 880). These claims were settled at Y25 152 665 (f186 290). A claim by Shimotsu 
Municipality totalling Y2 732 964 (f19 880) for mobilising the fire brigade and the Self Defence Force 
was settled in full. 

2.5 Extensive fishing and aquaculture activities are carried out in the area affected by the spill, 
and members of some 21 fishery co-operative associations were affected. In February 1995, these 
associations presented claims for the loss of income allegedly resulting from the suspension of fishing 
and for damage to the sea products, totalling Y75 256 535 (€557 180). These claims were settled 
at Y56 620 829 (f420 040) for the loss of income resulting from the suspension of fishing, and they 
were paid in June 1995. The part of the claims relating to alleged damage to sea products was 
rejected. since there was no evidence that such damage had occurred. 

2.6 A company, which was supplying earth and sand to reclamation sites, had its pier located in 
the middle of the contaminated area. As the water surrounding the pier was contaminated and the 
pier was used as a base for the clean-up operations, this company could not ship the sand and earth 
it produced. The company presented a claim in the amount of Y48 628 452 (€360 030) for loss of 
income and loss due to being prevented from using equipment and manpower. This claim was settled 
for the loss of income in the amount of Y17 311 770 (€125 900), and this amount was paid in July 
1995. The Director rejected the part of the claim in respect of equipment and manpower, as such loss 
was already covered by the item relating to loss of income. 

2.7 
be any further claims arising out of this incident. 

2.8 

JMSA submitted a claim for the deployment of vessels for clean-up operations in the amount 

All claims presented so far were settled and paid by 7 July 1995. It is unlikely that there will 

The settlements can be summarised as follows. 
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:lean-up and preventive 
neasures 

Maritime Safety Agency 

JMDPC and its contractors 

Fishery Associations 

Five contractors 

Municipality 

-ishew damage 

Ither damage 

rotal 

Amount Claimed 

Y 

438 949 

620 367 671 

96 778 471 

25 509 333 

2 732 964 

75 256 535 

48 628 452 

869 712 375 

(f6 439 600) 

Amount Settled 

Y 

438 949 

582 424 150 

92 879 171 

25 152 665 

2 732 964 

56 620 829 

17 311 770 

777 560 498 

(f5 676 835) 

3 

3.1 The limitation amount applicable to the Toyotaka Maru is estimated at Y81 823 680 
(f605 800). The limitation proceedings have not yet commenced. 

3.2 

Limitation aroceedinqs and investiqation into the cause of the incldent 

The Director is following the investigation by the Maritime Court into the cause of the incident. 

4 Action to be taken bv the Executive Committee 

The Executive Committee is invited to: 

take note of the information contained in this document; and (a) 

(b) give the Director such instructions concerning the remaining issues as it may deem 
appropriate. 


